In this paper we study automatic veri cation of proofs in process algebra. Formulas of process algebra are represented by types in typed -calculus. Inhabitants (terms) of these types represent proofs. The speci c typed -calculus we use is the Calculus of Inductive Constructions as implemented in the interactive proof construction program COQ.
Introduction 1 Type theory
Types (also called sorts) are frequently used in mathematics, logic and computer science. We just mention many sorted predicate logic. In strongly typed programming languages, every expression has a type. Primitive expressions, such as variables, have a type by declaration. These declarations usually classify the variables. Such classes (INTEGER, REAL, CHAR,: : :) are called types.`x is of type A' is denoted as x : A. In Subsection 1.2 we treat type forming connectives more extensively. For the moment we just mention that A ! B is a type if A and B are types.
In the -calculus 1] types are used to restrict application: a term F may only be applied to a term x if the types of F and x satisfy some restriction. More speci cally, Fx : B if F : A ! B and x : A. (This is formalized in the inference rule App of Table 1 The typed -calculus given by the inference rules of Table 1 is known as ! in the literature. In the following subsections we will extend ! in order to improve the expressive power of the system.
The type forming connectives ! and
In the preceding subsection we already mentioned that A ! B is a type whenever A and B are. In BackusNaur-form we could express this as follows:
T ::= C j T ! T T stands for the set of all possible types. C is a set of constants.
In the previous subsection we proved B ! A is provable in context hx : Ai. In fact we also have the`meta assumption' that A and B are propositions. One can introduce a constant p 2 C representing the set of all propositions. This enables us to declare the assumption that A is a proposition by hA : p i. Now it is no longer a meta assumption. For instance the proposition B ! A is not provable in context hx : Ai but in context hA : p ; B : p ; x : Ai. Similarly we can de ne a constant s representing the set of all sets.
x : A and A : s is interpreted as x is an element of set A x : A and A : p is interpreted as x is a proof of proposition A A is called a type and x is called a term of type A. The following example illustrates that the rules of Table 1 are not satisfactory anymore when p and s are added to the system. The problem is caused by the fact that the variable from which has been abstracted, occurs in the type of the term. In this example: A occurs in A ! A. This was not the case when we abstracted from x. What we need is another type forming operation, which allows the dependence of A ! A on A. For this new operation the symbol is used, so:
A: p : x:A : x : A: p : A ! A We have to modify our set T of all possible types. The basic types A and B have become type variables (i.e. abstractions from A and B are allowed) but p and s remain constants for no abstractions from p or s are allowed. Furthermore we have to add the new type forming operator .
T ::= V j C j T ! T j V :T : T From now on the set T is only a set of pseudo-types. For instance v :v : t with v 2 V and t 2 T is a type that one would like to exclude. Such types will be called illegal.
Note that the choice of is a natural choice when we interpret types as sets again. F : x : A : B(x) is an object that gives an element of set B(a) when applied to an element a 2 A. Such object can be identi ed with an element of the product of sets B(x) with x ranging over set A, usually denoted by
The interpretation of the type forming operator in the case of`propositions as types' is well illustrated by the term I poly A: p : x:A : x. This term constructs a proof of A ! A from an arbitrary proposition A. In other words: it is a proof of 8A:A ! A. This suggests that in the Curry-Howard interpretation should be read as 8. Another observation is that a function from A to B is in fact a tuple (: : : ; b x ; : : :) with x ranging over A. This tuple is an element of Y x2A B (The product of A copies of the same set B.) Now x is a variable that does not occur in B. Therefore, A ! B is nothing more than a special case of x:A : B. Consequently we can skip T ! T in the de nition of T. The type A ! B is seen as x:A : B with the bound variable x chosen such that x does not occur free in B. The rules given in Table 1 are replaced by the more general rules given in Table 2 . Note that E (resp. I) generalizes !E (resp. !I ) as B a=x] B whenever x does not occur in B.
So far we are able to type terms depending on terms as well as terms depending on types. For instance, the well-typed term I poly A x (with A : p and x : A) of type A is a term with dependence on type A and term x.
Under the Curry-Howard-interpretation this corresponds to second order propositional logic. Since we are also interested in predicate logic we need the facility to type types depending on terms. De ning a predicate over some set A, corresponds to permitting dependency of propositions on speci c elements of A. In other words: When P x : p for some x : A and A : s then P x is a type depending on the term x. Such a construction is not possible without types of the form x : A : p ( A ! p ) which should be the type of P. However, such types are not allowed because x 6 2 Table 2 : -introduction and -elimination and terms are not mixed up, because types have type p or s . The system we de ned by the rules of Table 2 together with the modi cation that both terms and types come from the set T ::= C j V j T T j V :T : T j V :T : T; and the context does not contain illegal types, will be denotated by us as LC. (L stands for Logic.) When p and s are identi ed in LC then we obtain the Calculus of Constructions ( C) 6].
The calculus of inductive constructions
The Calculus of Inductive Constructions ( IC) is an extension of LC. The main di erence between IC and LC is the presence of so called inductive types in IC. We illustrate the motivations for extending LC with inductive types by an example. problem with this implementation is that the numbers are too passive. Therefore it is impossible to construct for instance a term sum satisfying the property sum n m = n + m for all n; m 2 N This problem can be solved by using the following impredicative de nition for the natural numbers. nat X : s : X ! (X ! X) ! X O X : s : x:X : f :X ! X : x S n:nat : X : s : x:X : f :X ! X : f(n X x f) Obviously we have that O : nat and S : nat ! nat again. In this case n def = X : s : x:X : f :
Note that S n = n + 1. (n is called a Church numeral.) It is easy to verify that sum n:nat : m:nat : X : s : x:X : f :X ! X : n X (m X x f) f satis es sum n m = n + m for all n; m 2 N.
Although the latter encoding is considerably better than the rst one, it still has some serious disadvantages:
We don't have a proof for the induction principle on the natural numbers. Consequently we can not prove properties like x:nat : less x (S x) although we can prove less n (S n) for every n 2 N. (less : nat ! nat ! p represents the < -relation.)
We are not able to prove 0 6 = 1 Any predecessor function takes at least linear time. (The predecessor of n + 1 is computed in at least n steps.) All these problems can be solved by extending the system with inductive types. The extension is too complicated to be explained here in detail. We only illustrate the basic idea by some representative examples. Definition 1.3.2 The set T of pseudo types is de ned by the following abstract syntax:
T ::= C j V j T T j V :T : T j V :T : T j Ind(V : T)fT j j Tg j Constr(N; T) j Elim(T; T)fT j j Tg Note that IC consists of extra rules de ning which Ind-types, which Constr-types and which Elim-types are legal. All these rules can be found in 14]. We do not expose them here. Types of the form Ind(V : T) For the construction of inhabitants of the di erent induction principles we need terms of the form Elim(T; T)fT j j Tg. In general the term Elim(a; B)ff 1 j j f p g is not legal. One of the constraints is that the type A of a must be of the form I t 1 t m for some inductive type I. The type of f i must be F i . The type F i can be derived from the i-th constructor of I as explained in 14] (for all 1 i p, p 0 is the number of constructors of I). When Elim(a; B)ff 1 j j f p g is constructed from a then the inductive type I is eliminated. This explains the name Elim. When a is build from the i-th constructor of I, then the type of Elim(a; B)ff 1 j j f p g is an application of f i . We restrict ourselves to some examples. 2 The system COQ The system COQ is a proof construction system, based on type theory. Formulas are represented by types of the underlying typesystem IC. Inhabitants represent proofs. The construction of such a proof is an interactive process. The user can communicate with the system via commands. He determines which strategy should be followed. COQ only executes the calculations and checks conditions. At the end of this section we give a simple example of a COQ proof session.
Notations. We use italic style for expressions of IC and expressions occurring in a CRL speci cation.
Expressions in COQ are written in type style. For instance, when x is a type in CRL, then x is the corresponding type in IC which is written as x in the COQ system. 
Contexts
During a COQ session two di erent contexts are distinguished. The global context and the local context. The global context contains assumptions about process algebra in general. Such assumptions (like ALT:proc->proc->proc, see Subsection 4.5) are global in the sense that they are not depending on a speci c process algebra proof session. The local context contains one or more assumptions that should not be made in general. For instance, when you want to prove some property ! in context ?, the strategy (tactic) will be to prove in context ?; . It's obvious that the assumption may not be used in the next proof session. Therefore this assumption should be droppped from ?; after the proof session. So ?; is a local context in the sense that some of its assumptions are depending on the speci c process algebra proof session. has the same e ect but is maybe better to read. This instruction enables you to build up a context simply by adding the statements one by one in the right order. A proof session starts with inserting the type P, that encodes your proposition, by saying
The global context is the initial local context. The local context is dropped after every proof session. The global context is dropped when you leave COQ.
Abbreviations
Assume we want to abbreviate x:nat]S(S x) by plus two and P:Prop]P->False by not. This can be done as follows:
Definition plus two :nat->nat = x:nat]S(S x). Definition not :Prop->Prop = P:Prop]P->False.
The explicit typing may be omitted. You can change the syntax of an abbreviation with the help of the Syntax instruction. We give two examples:
Syntax plus two = " +2". Syntax not = " ".
The result of this instructions is that plus two x is written as x+2 and not P as P.
Inductive types
In COQ we have the facility to declare that for instance`the set of natural numbers' is the smallest collection of terms that contains O and is closed under S. The syntax for this declaration is as follows:
Inductive Definition nat:Set = O:nat | S:nat->nat.
The result of this declaration is nat Ind(X:Set)fX | X->Xg O Constr(1,nat) S Constr (2,nat) When you declare an inductive type M, COQ automatically introduces an abbreviation M ind of an inhabitant of the induction principle on that type (see subsection 1.3) . For instance nat ind is an abbreviation of
where <P>Match x with a f is the COQ denotation for the term Elim(x; P)fa j fg. The type of nat ind is
A new kind of reduction called -reduction reduces an Elim-term to an application of its constructors. We recall the reductions given in Subsection 1.3, this time in COQ-notation. The idea behind the latter de nition is that eq A a:A->Prop is the smallest predicate on A that holds in a.
The abbreviation eq ind is of type
In fact, eq de nes ordinary Leibniz equality (identity of indiscernables). An alternative formulation for Leibniz equality would be:
The equivalence of these two versions of equality is established in the following lemma. Below we give the other inductive de nitions that play a role in this paper. We give the matching induction principles without further explanation. Remark that we can de ne any nite set inductively by enumerating its elements as constructors of that set.
Let A = fa 1 ; : : : ; a n g be an arbitrary set, then we can represent A as follows.
Inductive Definition A:Set = a 1 :A | | a n :A.
The advantage of this inductive de nition is that the elements of A are provably distinct, i.e. we have proofs
for all i 6 = j, expressing that :(a i = a j ). This is one of the reasons for using an inductive type to represent actions (see Subsection 4.4). Undo n. cancels the last n commands. The default value of n is n = 1. Undo n is not stored in the history list of commands.
Show n. shows the n-th subgoal. The default value of n is n = 1.
Abort. aborts the goal. The syntax and semantics of CRL are described in the style of ACP, which stands for Algebra of Communicating Processes 2] . We give a brief overview of the most important features.
Speci cations in CRL
The speci cation language CRL is based on CRL (Common Representation Language). It has been developed by J.F. Groote and A. Ponse in 1990 . The language CRL consists of process algebra extended with abstract data types.
Assume a set N of so called names. These names are used to denote sorts, variables, functions, processes and labels of actions. An element of N is a word over an alphabet not containing the following symbols:
Moreover, N does not contain "a space", "a newline" and the reserved keywords sort, proc, var, act, func, comm, rew and from.
In CRL data terms and process terms are distinguished. In Backus-Naur notation the de nition of process terms is as follows: n(t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) stands for an action or process with k parameters.
The syntax of speci cations in CRL is illustrated in Tables 3,4 and 5. For details we refer to 10].
Consider the CRL speci cation ALTERNATE in 4 The implementation of a CRL speci cation
In the following sections we encode process algebra notions in COQ, which is based on higher order typed -calculus. We frequently use the higher order features of COQ. Consequently we actually work in a much stronger and more expressive formalism than CRL. This raises two problems. First, we would like to be able to prove every theorem of CRL also in COQ. This appears to be unproblematic since COQ is so much stronger than CRL. The second problem, which is the converse of the rst, is not so easily solved by handwaving. The question is the following: if a type of COQ encodes a formula of CRL, is this formula then necessarily also a theorem of CRL? One could weaken this question as follows: if a theorem of COQ encodes a formula of CRL, is this formula true in the preferred semantic of CRL (e.g. weak bisimulation semantics ...])? We need at least a positive answer to the weaker question (which of course would follow from a positive answer to the stronger question). In this paper we leave these questions aside, since we rst want to explore whether our type theoretic approach is at all feasible, trusting that both questions have positive answers. If not in general, then at least under suitable conditions that can be met.
The encoding is divided in two parts, i.e.
The general declarations that are independent of the speci cation. These are explained in Section 6 and Subsection 4.5.
The speci c declarations that are depending on your speci cation. These are explained in this section. In order to make the action-and the process declarations more readable we introduce some abbreviations on the meta level. We recall the de nition of prod from Subsection 2.3. for all n 3 Note that (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is of type (prod s 1 s n ) when x i is of type s i for i = 1; : : : ; n. In COQ you can de ne projection functions by using Elim-terms and -reductions. 
The declaration of the sorts
In CRL one has a notion of constructors. This notion is de ned on a meta level. The proof theory consists of a reduction rule IND which enables you to reduce the problem to its constructors. In CRL the notion of constructor is de ned as follows. In this case means: Apply (bool ind z:bool]( (z))).
subgoals
(true) ========================== b : bool bool ind : (P:bool->Prop)(P true)->(P false)->(x:bool)(P x) subgoal 2 is:
In COQ-sessions the automatically generated inhabitants of the di erent induction principles (bool ind in this example) are not exposed.
When we run COQ we may omit the declaration of the booleans because it is already done in the le prelude.v 7] which is automatically loaded in the initial state of the system.
The declaration of the functions and constants
A function-or constant declaration in E has the following form: 
The declaration of the variables and the rewrite rules
The inductive de nition of equality is used for the implementation of the CRL symbol = . We recall this de nition which is declared in the initial le prelude.v.
Syntax eq = "< > = ". Inductive Definition eq A:Set;a:A]:A->Prop = refl equal:<A>a=a. The action DELTA represents the process and the action TAU represents the process . It is more convenient to see and as actions because many axioms (see for instance Table 12 ) are quanti ed over A : .
The declaration of the processes
It is natural to implement the processes as an inductive set, for the set of processes PROC is the smallest set such that x + y 2 PROC, x y 2 PROC, etc. whenever x and y are processes. (One has to add a constructor that constructs in nite processes from their de ning equations.) The inductive de nition for processes would have the following form:
Inductive Definition proc:Set = alt:proc->proc->proc | seq:proc->proc->proc | . . .
where (alt x y) stands for (x + y) and (seq x y) stands for (x y). However, a strong reason to use a non-inductive de nition is that we don't want to be able to have a case analysis on process constructors. Together with the use of Leibniz equality by the implementation of the axioms of ACP, given in subsection 6.5, it leads to inconsistenty, as the following example shows. 12 are terms corresponding to the other constructors of proc. Then P (alt (seq z z) (seq z z)) C 1 (seq z z) (P (seq z z)) (seq z z) (P (seq z z)) False and P (seq z z) C 2 z (P z) z (P z) True.
When we combine this with the inhabitant A3 of type (x:proc)<proc>x=(alt x x), as declared in subsection 6.5, we can construct the following inhabitant of False:
eq ind proc P (seq z z) I (alt (seq z z) (seq z z)) (A3 (seq z z))
The non-inductive implementation we used is given below. Note that this part of the the implementation is not depending on any speci cation. For reasons of readability we introduce the following abbreviations:
Definition delta = (ia one DELTA i). Definition tau = (ia one TAU i).
The only di erence between for instance ALT and alt is that the latter is a de nition which makes it possible to introduce a syntax. Note that we have the same syntax " * " for prod and seq. This means that A*B stands for (prod A B) The speci cation-dependent part of the process declaration implements the process declarations of E. Let proc p(x 1 : s 1 ; : : : ; x n : s n ) = (p; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) P be a process declaration of E for n 0. (p; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) is a process possibly containing x 1 ; : : : ; x n and p. For n = 0 the implementation will be:
Section PROC.
Axiom P. Assumes <proc>p = (p):
End PROC.
For n = 1 the implementation will be:
Section PROC. For n 2 the implementation will be:
Section PROC. Variable x:(prod s 1 s n ).
Axiom P. Assumes <proc>(p x) = (p; 1 (x); : : : ; n (x)):
The declaration of the communication function
Assume the following communication declarations in the speci cation E. then we can represent by gamma of type (act->act->act) (ii): Let E be a CRL speci cation, V d a set of data variables and V p a set of process variables, then we will write ?(E; V d ; V p ) for the smallest context in IC that contains all the encodings o the the declarations of E as well as the encodings of the elements of V d and V p as given in this section.
The rules for logical deduction
The proof theory for CRL is given in a natural deduction format. A deduction is seen as a tree of which each node is labelled with a formula. The leaves of the tree are the hypotheses of the deduction. Cancelled hypotheses are placed between brackets. We give the de nitions and the proofs of their implementations in COQ.
Logical deductions in CRL
Logical deductions are de ned in a recursive way. 
D is constructed out of natural deductions D 1 and D 2 using the rules given in Table 6 { In applications of (!I), RAA, REFL, VAR and SUB the conclusion must be a formula. { In applications of SUB the variable x may not be free in any hypothesis of D 1 . { Each application of VAR is restricted to one of the following cases: 
The proofterms corresponding with the logical deduction rules
We brie y explain the relation between the di erent rules of Table 6 and corresponding COQ features. The rule (!I) of Table 6 corresponds with the (8I) rule of IC. Similar, the rule (!E) corresponds with (8E There is a rule for every axiom of CRL. These axioms are declared in COQ as given in Section 6.
The CRL formula ? is implemented as False (see Formula 1). When we have a proof f of False then (False ind f) is a proof of . The dropping of : in the context makes RAA a classical rule. In general the term f can contain a free variable of type : . In that case we cannot drop the hypothesis : . In our implementation of CRL we adapt an axiom CL of type (P:Prop)(P n= P) which enables us to form M P:Prop] H: P](or ind P P P x:P]x x: P](False ind P (H x)) (CL P)) of type (P:Prop)( P)->P. Now we can take (M ( H: ]f)) instead of (False ind f) as a proof for . The -abstraction from H binds all the free occurences of H in f and allows us to drop hH : i in the context.
Assume that t is a data term of some sort D declared in speci cation E. Then we have a proof (refl equal D t) of type <D>t=t which is the COQ interpretation for the formula
This corresponds with the rule REFL of Table 6 . When we have a proof e of type <D>t=u and a proof H of (t) then
is of type (u). This corresponds with rule REPL of 6 The implementation of the modules
The proof theory for CRL is based on modules. These modules are`building blocks' consisting of axioms and rules that describe a feature of concurrency in a certain semantical setting. Some of the modules can be omitted in the declarations because all their axioms are provable in the context that follows from the implementation of the speci cation. The declarations introduced in this section are not depending on the speci cation. Some preparatory de nitions that are independent of the speci cation have to be declared rst. We start with ehlist (EncapsulationHide-List) which is a list of actions (names) and rlist (Rename-list) which is a list of 'action pairs'. ehlist is used to describe the behaviour of hide and enc. rlist is used to describe the behaviour of ren.
Inductive Definition ehlist:Set = ehnil:ehlist | ehcons:act->ehlist->ehlist. Inductive Definition rlist:Set = rnil:rlist | rcons:act->act->rlist->rlist.
Furthermore we need terms In ehlist:ehlist->act->Prop and In rlist:act->act->rlist->Prop. We want the following properties to hold: (informally exposed)
for all L:ehlist, R:rlist and a, a 1 , a 2 :act. This is achieved when we introduce the following de nitions: Finally we introduce an axiom EXT which expresses that functions are determined by their applicative behaviour. Axiom EXT enables us to prove SUM11 as we will see in Subsection 6.9. Until now it is the only application for EXT so we could replace EXT by an interpretation SUM11 of SUM11. Axiom EXT. Assumes (A:Set)(x,y:A->proc)((a:A)<proc>(x a)=(y a))-><A->proc>x=y.
The Module BOOL
The module BOOL consists of two rules, B1 and B2, given in Table 7 . The COQ implementations of this axioms are The rst type is a special case of <A>a=b which is inhabited as shown in Subsection 2.3. An inhabitant B2 can be found by using the following tactics. (x) . This proves the rule IND(C) because (by convention) all the universal quanti ers are omitted in a CRL formula.
The Module COND
The behaviour of the conditional operator is described in the module COND. It contains two axioms. Obvi-COND1: x true y = x from E; ?; fx; yg COND2: x false y = y from E; ?; fx; yg Table 11 : The module COND ously the types (x,y:proc)<proc>x=(cond x true y) and (x,y:proc)<proc>y=(cond x false y) are not yet inhabited. We have to declare proofs for this propositions. 
The module SC
The proof theory for CRL consists of a module SC (Standard Concurrency) to describe properties of the merge operators that are not standard in ACP. These axioms are derivable for process terms that are constructed from SC1: (x k y) k z = x k (y k z) from E; ?; fx; y; zg SC2: x k = x from E; ?; fxg SC3: x j y = y j x from E; ?; fx; yg SC4: (x j y) j z = x j (y j z) from E; ?; fx; y; zg SC5: x j (y k z) = (x j y) k z from E; ?; fx; y; zg The implementation of this module is straightforward.
Section STANDARD COMMUNICATION. Variable x,y,z:proc. Axiom SC1. Assumes <proc>(Lmer x (mer y z))=(Lmer (Lmer x y) z). Axiom SC2. Assumes <proc>(Lmer x Delta)=(seq x Delta). Axiom SC3. Assumes <proc>(comm y x)=(comm x y). Axiom SC4. Assumes <proc>(comm x (comm y z))=(comm (comm x y) z). Axiom SC5. Assumes <proc>(Lmer (comm x y) z)=(comm x (Lmer y z)). End STANDARD COMMUNICATION.
The module HIDE
The module HIDE describes the behaviour of the hiding operator . Let nl be a list of names, n i 2 N and let a range over , and the actions of E. The implementation is similar to the implementation of the D-axioms alt x y) ). Axiom RN4. Assumes <proc>(seq (hide L x) (hide L y))=(hide L (seq x y)). End RENAME. from E; fhd : Dig; fx; yg provided (x) = (y) from E; ?; fx; yg and hence Axiom SUM11 can be omitted. 7 The recursive speci cation principle In order to derive identities between in nite processes, CRL consists of a rule RSP (Recursive Speci cation Principle). This principle (axiom) states something like "every process equation has a unique solution". A process equation in E is an expression E of the form n(t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) = (n(f 1 (t 1 ); : : : ; f k (n k ))) where t i ; f i (t i ) : s i for some sort s i declared in E, n 2 N and is a process term possibly containing t 1 ; : : : ; t k and n. The arity k satis es k 0. Note the syntactical di erence from n(t 1 : s 1 ; : : : ; t k : s k ) = (n(f 1 (t 1 ); : : : ; f k (n k ))) (8) n(x) = a(even(x)) n(S(x)) (9) Note that p(y) and q(even(y)) are both process terms containing a free variable y : nat. Substitution of this processes in E gives us (i) :
(ii) : ( y:q(even(y)))(x) = a(even(x)) ( y:q(even(y)))(S(x)) q(even(x)) = a(even(x)) q(even(S(x))) ( 11) The validity of Formula 10 follows directly from P of Table 3 . Equation 11 follows from E2 of Table 3 :
q(even(x)) = a(even(x)) q(even(S(x))) (11) Now p(x) = q(even(x)) is derivable with RSP for they both satisfy E .
Obviously we have to have some restrictions on the process equation. For instance B12 and B123 from Table   4 both satisfy the process equation n = n, buth we don't want to derive equality between those two processes.
For this purpose the notion of guardedness is developped. Guardedness is a property on process equations. The idea is that those equations that have solutions which shouldn't be equal (e.g. n = n) are unguarded. Then, RSP can be formulated as "every guarded process equation has a unique solution". In formula: G x:p(x)=n] from E; V d ; V p G x:q(x)=n] from E; V d ; V p RSP p(x) = q(x) from E; V d ; V p where p(x) and q(x) are process terms over E; V d ; V p and G is a guarded process equation.
Guardedness
There are several de nitions of guardedness. You can de ne guardedness as a property of sets of equations. See for instance 11] for a de nition. We restrict ourselves to single equations. When you view single equations as sets of equations then our de nition coincides with the more general de nition in 11].
Definition 7.1.1 A process equation n = (n) is guarded i (n) 1 (n) 2 (n) with 2 f+; k ; j ; b g and n = i (n) is guarded for i = 1; 2, (n) 1 (n) 2 (n) with 2 f ; k g and n = 1 (n) is guarded, (n) (d : D; 1 (n)) and n = 1 (n) is guarded, (n) C(nl; 1 (n)) with C 2 f@ ; ; g and nl being a list of names (or in the case of a renaming scheme), and n = 1 (n) is guarded, n = is guarded, n = is guarded, n = m(t 1 ; : : : ; t k ) , with k 0, is guarded for all m 2 N n fng. D z) ). Axiom G3.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd (seq x y)). Axiom G4.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd (Lmer x y)). Axiom G5.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd y)->(grd (alt x y)). Axiom G6.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd y)->(grd (mer x y)). Axiom G7.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd y)->(grd (comm x y)). Axiom G8.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd y)->(grd (cond x B y)). Axiom G9.
Assumes (grd x)->(grd (hide L x)). Axiom G10. Assumes (grd x)->(grd (enc L x)). Axiom G11. Assumes (grd x)->(grd (ren R x)). End GUARDED.
The implementation of RSP
One of the reasons to declare all processes as inhabitants of A->proc for some A:Set is the possibility to declare a parameter rsp that can be applied on an arbitrary pair of processes with the same parameterization. The inhabitant (rsp A x y G H Gx Gy a) of <proc>(x a)=(y a) is build from the following proofs:
H proving that process equation G is guarded, Gx proving that x satis es process equation G, Gy proving that y satis es process equation G. Example 7.2.1 We assume that we have declared the CRL speci cation ALTERNATE given in Table 3 . (See appendix for the implementation of this speci cation.) The guarded equation E given in Formula 9 is implemented as G n:nat->proc] x:nat]((ia bool a (even x)) * (n (S x))) of type (nat->proc)->nat->proc. The term Gx in this case should be an inhabitant of <proc>(p x)=(G p x) stating that p satis es G. The proof of the guardedness of G is n:nat->proc] x:nat](G3 (ia bool a (even x)) (n (S x)) (G1 bool a (even x))) of type (n:nat->proc)(x:nat)(grd ((ia bool a (even x)) * (n (S x)))).
We end this subsection with a complete proof session for the formula p(x) = q(even(x)).
Coq < Goal (x:nat)<proc>(p x)=(q (even x)).
Coq < Intro. When we follow the general concept of Subsection 4.6 then we obtain the following declarations for the communication function. 
